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“Now that would be a challenge, to design a car as flexible as the horse.”

Peter Rice, An Engineer Imagines (1992)



Buckminster Fuller: Dymaxion number 2, 1934
Carlo Mollino, Enrico Nardi and Mario Damonte: 
Bisiluro Damolnar, 1955

Walter Gropius: diesel locomotive for the Prussian State 
Railway Carriage, Germany, 1913

Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret: Voiture Minimum, 
1928 [1:1 scale model, 1989]

Ferdinand Porsche and Jakob Lohner: first vehicle with 
electric wheel hub motors, 1900

Leonardo da Vinci: four wheel military machine, 
sketches, 1478

Frank Lloyd Wright: Lincoln Continental CabrioletPierre-Jules Boulanger: Citröen 2CV, 1939



Sado 550, 1982 Veeco RT, 2012 [electric vehicle] Alba, 1952 MG Especial, 1953 [MG TC Midget mechanics, 1945]



Toyota Pod [Toyota and Sony], 2001



Sony Aibo, 1999 to 2006



Toyota Fun-Vii, 2011



Honda ASIMO, 2012 ASIMO stands for Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility.



The main purpose of the eYOO Project was the design 
of a vehicle which, along with full ability to progress in all 
kinds of surface, also incorporated a fusion of typologies 
and exclusive characteristics of automobiles as well as the 
operating modes of natural and artificial species.  

The Project development implied the definition of a few 
structural research principles such as: function definition, 
characteristics, overall behavior and vehicle relations with 
user or users and environment.

eYOO should operate both in the context of strong human 
presence as well as in natural terrain far away from 
civilization, in classic driving mode or autonomously when 
necessary.

The vehicle should then be intimately connected to the 
following principles and values: 
Personal;  Individualized;  Versatile;  Safe;  Functional;  
Technologic;  Ecologic;  Dynamic; Protective;  Interactive;  
Autonomous;  Emotional;  Intelligent and “Live”.

“(...) the progress of technology must not overrun the 
basic human aspirations; it must not thwart our quest for 
individuality, self-expression and adventure, nor limit our 
pursuit of liberty, tolerance, happiness, fun and love.”
Ivan Margolius, Automobiles by Architects (2000)

“Now that would be a challenge, to design a car as flexible 
as the horse.”
Peter Rice, An Engineer Imagines (1992)

The definition of these principles led to its body typology: 
driver and passenger in the longitudinal alignment and 
external wheels. This configuration, associated to the 
specific placement of all propulsion components – in the 
body platform and wheels – allows the slim, compact and 
flexible bodywork design.























iRobot [Year 2035], Alex Proyas 2004Minority Report [Year 2054], Steven Spielberg, 2002

In 2035, anthropomorphic robots are widespread, used as servants for various public services. They are 
programmed with the Three Laws of Robotics [Intoduced by Isaac Asimov in 1942]. The Three Laws state that:
1. A robot may not harm a human being, or allow a human being to be harmed, through action or inaction.
2. A robot must obey any order given by the human being, unless doing so would violate the First Law.
3. A robot must protect its own existence, unless doing so would violate the First or Second Law.

“(...) In 1999 Spielberg consulted numerous scientists in an attempt to present a more plausible future world 
than that seen in other science fiction films, and some of the technology designs in the film have proven 

prescient.”
Technologies from the film later realized include:

Multi-touch interfaces; Insect robots (United States Military);
Facial recognition advertising billboards (NEC);

Crime prediction software (developed by a professor from the University of Pennsylvania, 2010);
Electronic paper (Xerox, 2002).



Smart Parkour - 2011 Los Angeles Design Challenge, Designers: Sylvain Wehnert, Emiel Burki and Phillipp Haban


